






Box Pharmacy launched in November 2013

20-30% YoY growth in sales & revenue

The biggest online pharmacy in Northern Greece 





Mature phase 

Continuous growth

Optimization on various channels of our marketing approach





Loyalty impact increase 

+20% total revenue

Growth of Box Pharmacy’s market share

Further brand awareness





Growing competition

Profitability

GDPR





Implant innovations and custom development on our omni-channel 

marketing mix

Performance all the way (SEM – SEO)

Enhance our most valuable channels & tactics

Personalize our targeting





Bare in mind that Big Brother is here to stay. 

Aka we can track every move and online behaviour of the consumer 

from the moment he clicks on our ad until the moment he finally buys.

No matter which device they buy from. 

Use of multiple sources for in-depth data analysis leading to data 

driven decisions and investment protection.



3.120% revenue increase from this channel

Remarketing

Unique combination of Smart display & Dynamic remarketing 

Google Ads & Performance Optimization

Indicatively



102% revenue increase from this channel

Dynamic campaigns on Facebook 

1 => 8 automations

Social Ads Optimization & Innovative Tools

Indicatively



Priceless

Out-of-stock script 

Genius auto bidding script for Google Adwords

Custom automations development

Indicatively





Personalized content for each user with automated emails, triggered by 

their online behaviour and buying practices. 

Integration with 3rd party email & automation platform (Contact Pigeon).

Custom designed emails each time and various creatives per type 

of communication. 

A/B testing for both content and optimal days / times



Optimization of content and creatives, based on the users’ interaction each 

time.

Optimization of the automated scenarios with further users’ segmentation 

and automations development, based on the commercial policies of Box 

Pharmacy. 

Mailing list decrease by 17.5%           Revenue increase by 24.5% 





Branded 

Searches 

Volume 

Growth

25%

Transactions 

from 

Returning 

Visitors

72% 74% 66%

Revenue from 

Returning 

Visitors

Webstore 

Traffic 

Branded 

Searches 

Revenue 

Growth

31%



Total Revenue

Growth

28%

Total 

Transactions

Growth

30% 1/40 32%

ROAS of Total 

Revenue is 

organically 

generated

Avg. CPA

1.05€





Total UI/UX reinvention based on user personas’ online behavior

Primary market research on Box Pharmacy’s fans 

User personas creation and analysis

Even more satisfied customers, even more engaged fans!






